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Chat rooms don't get the love they once did. AOL Instant Messenger, IRC and other similar chat services don't actually exist much anymore, despite a spike in data-driven messaging services. However, there are still some great chat experiences out there if you know where to find them. There are a ton of messenger apps that allow group chats. In fact,
almost all of them do with our knowledge. However, these apps rarely have public chat rooms to join and interact with random people. If all you need are group messages, we could recommend our best list of messenger apps linked just below. Otherwise, let's check out the best chat apps for Android! AminoBandDiscordGrouviIC-
MeetMeTelegramViberWhisper'elloPrice: Free with shopping in the AppAmino is a popular chat app similar in reach to apps such as Band or Discord. There are different communities for different topics and you can create your own if you want. Discord likes to serve mostly gamers, but Aino likes to serve as many people as possible, and that's probably why
it's so popular. Either way, you can explore the app, join communities, chat with people, and customize your profile. However, people stay for a variety of extras like Instagram and Snapchat-style stories, the ability to add surveys and quizzes, and even watch videos or read blogs. It's a strangely neat all-in-one style chat if you're into that sort of thing.
BandPrice: FreeBand is a popular group chat app with a focus on common themes. You can create them for work, sports, games, schools, video games, family, friends, etc. It has features that work for almost all of these kinds of things. The actual chat experience is very similar to the standard chat app, so there are no surprises there. The app has no public
chats like many others. However, there are many organizations and groups that use this so you can face it on your own after all. We would like a little more power over things like notifications because this app sends a lot of them, but otherwise it's a very decent experience. DiscordPrice: Free/$4.99 per monthDiscord is one of the most popular chat apps on
the list. This is predominantly for gamers, not normal people. However, normal people can use it as well. It's just a chat app with lots of features, so don't feel like you just have to use it for gaming. This one is mostly dabbled in private chat rooms, but there are some public chats out there if you're looking for them. Some other features include voice channels,
direct messages between individual members, and you can join as many servers as you want. It is also completely free to use. Subscription $4.99 only adds additional services such as GIF emotes and the ability to use any emot on any server. GrouviPrice: FreeGrouvi is a bit of a wild card on this list. It's newer, not very popular and we don't know much
about it. However, it boasts a classic public chat experience with a number of chat rooms for a variety of topics. It seems, it seems, be a trend towards tech-savvy topics like ethical hacking or Linux. This is definitely not some random dating site chat style app. It wasn't too active during our testing, but then again it's pretty new and there aren't a ton of people.
It may be fun, it may not be, but only time will tell. At the same time, the app is free without advertising or in-app purchases at the time of writing this article. IPCCena: FreeIC is one of the classic chat apps. It has undergone several changes over the years. Now it functions like your standard chat apps do these days. You can send messages, video chat, and
all that. However, it also still offers a casual public chat similar to the old AIM or IRC service. There are chat rooms for students, new IC users, people in their 30s, people in their 20s, people from different parts of the world, some late night chats, and more. Those looking for classic late 1990s, early 2000s style chat rooms should look no further because IC'
still have them after all these years. MeetMePrice: Free with the in-app purchasesMeetMe is a cross between a dating service and a chat app. It boasts a load of active users, but they are not very well distributed between the sexes. So, it's not as great as a standalone dating site. It's a good way to meet people though, and you get into chats with random
strangers so it technically performs qualifications. This is one of the weaker options on this list, however. The app claims to be for all ages and it's funny. It's obviously adults-only. This is acceptable from time to time, and a large number of people increase your chances of finding interesting people. However, we probably recommend one of the nine other
chat apps first. TelegramPrice: FreeTelegram is one of the most popular messaging apps on the list. It functions primarily as a private chat app with a group chat function. However, you can create chats in the app (called channels). These channels are private. However, tons of organizations, people, groups, etc. make their chat rooms public for the sake of
communication. You can also create channels and share a link with someone who create your own. It would be amazing if Telegram had a community of public chats, but the community of private chats is so good that it is almost as good. You may just need to search around easily accessible channels on Google Search.ViberPrice: Free with the in-app
purchasesViber as a much more popular version of Nimbuzz. It focuses mainly on text chats, voice calls, and video chats along with fun things like stickers, group chats, and other things. You can also make phone calls to landline-style Skype for a nominal fee. However, he has a choice of public to meet new people, discuss topics and the like. You can find
chats for basically nothing or you can create your own and people will join eventually (probably). In-app shopping is for things like a regular phone phone fees and packages with stickers. Most of the services are completely free to use. WhisperPrice: FreeWhisper is one of the few classic chat-style apps with some popularity. It boasts a community of 30
million monthly active users and chats for all kinds of fun topics. In addition, you can find chats popular on the service, things going on nearby (location permission required), and the newest chat rooms on the service. The biggest difference is that it uses a tweet-style placement system instead of a standard UI chat interface. That makes it different for sure.
There are also a significant number of negative people who say and do negative things, but how much it matters depends on your level of tolerance to this kind of behavior. It's fun, but he has his own problems. Sellocena: Frizzello is a dual-use app. It has a walk talkie feature with a push-to-talk style that allows you to communicate with basically anyone on
the fly. However, it also has a different chat style feature as well. You can create public chat rooms or private ones with up to 6,000 users at a time, and you can use the PTT feature to actually talk to them ham-style. We don't recommend this for your standard, old-school internet chat experience. However, it has its own charms. If we missed any great chat
apps for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! The Facebook Android app lets you delete messages, chat conversations and comments you've written. Conversations in Facebook chat are included along with other messages, texts and emails. You can also use Facebook's
mobile web browser to delete messages, with the added bonus of being able to delete selected messages rather than the entire conversation story. Keep in mind that any messages you delete will only affect your own account and will still be visible in your friends' inboxes. Start the Facebook Android app and enter your account. Open your messages and find
a conversation history you'd like to delete. Tap and hold the conversation until the optional menu opens. Select delete the chat to delete the conversation history. Start Facebook's mobile web browser and enter your account. Open your messages and select the conversation history you'd like to delete. Open the Action menu and select the Delete option to
erase the entire conversation story. Open the Action menu and select the Delete option to manually select which messages you would like to delete. Mark the checkbox next to the messages you'd like to delete and click on the Delete option to erase them forever. The video call has officially become mainstream. Of today's chat apps, including Apple's
eponymous Facetime, include video chat. These days, chat apps without some concept video chat feels like it's lagging behind. If you want to hang out hang out With your friends, here are the best video call apps for Android.BBM Price: Free with in-app shopping BBM has had a lot of ups and downs since it was released a few years ago, but it seems to be
his duck in a row now. One of the latest feature additions has been the ability for BBM video users to call each other. The feature works as you would expect, and it usually works well for most people. This may not be the best idea for you to switch to BBM, but if you're already using it or you already like it, then there's no real reason to leave it to look at other
video calling apps. Get it now on Google Play! Hangouts Price: Free Hangouts is Google's answer to Apple's FaceTime, and it's one of the most popular video calling apps on Android. Hangouts is primarily a messaging service, but you can also use it to send SMS messages. In addition, you can also make voice and video calls at your leisure. Video calls can
have up to ten participants and it also runs a cross-platform, so you can call someone on your phone and they can answer on their computer. It's also completely free and preinstalled on many Android devices. Get it now on Google Play! Price: Free with in-app IC has been around for a very long time. Until then, in fact, that it was a competitor to AOL Instant
Messenger before it bought AOL in the late 90s. These days, IC' is still one of the most solid video calling apps that also has a built-in messenger service. The video call works pretty well, and messaging side things are also good. It brags about being able to work on 3G web connections and even comes with password locks for security. Get it now on Google
Play! JusTalkPrice: Free JusTalk is one of the few video call apps that focuses on video calls first and other features second. It is cross-platform and uses your Facebook account to help you quickly connect to friends and family. Some of the other features include group chat, free phone calls according to the data, and it even has things like drawing in video
chat and games. Normally, if you're using something like Hangouts or Skype already, there's not much motive to leave something like this. However, if you want something that is essentially just a video call app, this is not a bad choice. Get it now on Google Play! KakaoTalk Price: Free with In-App Shopping KakaoTalk is a very popular messaging service that
boasts more than 150 million users worldwide. It's also a decent video call app. Most apps are free to use and this includes messaging and video calls with add-ons the only thing available to buy. It also comes with voice filters, group chats, and even Android Wear support. You can also add friends using their BlackBerry PIN if they have one. Get it now on
Google Play! LINE Price: Free to Buy in The App LINE is another hugely popular messaging platform that claims to have an astounding 600 million active users worldwide. As it turned out, he also video chat. Much like Hangouts, there is cross-platform support, so you can call using your computer or mobile phone. Along with this, you get instant messages,
social networking features, group chats, and more. Get it now on Google Play! Skype Price: Free, of course, everyone knows about Skype. It's one of the most famous names in the video call out there and, as you'd expect, it has an Android app. It boasts a user base of 250 million people, which is pretty good. The app has undergone a lot of positive changes
over the last couple of years as well. It has a decent service of text messages and voice calls along with video chat capabilities. It's also cross-platform, so you can use it pretty much anywhere. Get it now on Google Play! Tango Price: Free to Buy in the App Tango was one of the first really good video chat apps available on Android. Over the years, it has
been added and improved, leading to a full-scale messaging service complete with video and voice call. It also has an opening feature that allows you to find new people to talk to if you are bored or lonely. There are also a lot of group chats you can log in to talk to people about similar interests. It's unique and interesting to use. Get it now on Google Play!
Viber Price: Free with In-app shopping Originally, Viber was a unique app that was billed as a great app for free phone calls. Since then it has improved and been added and, like Tango, has evolved into a full-fledged messaging service complete with voice and video calls. You can also buy Viber Out Credits to call non-Viber users on regular phone numbers
if you are looking for a way to do so. It also has Android Wear support, social media support and cross-platform support. Get it now on Google Play! WeChat Price: Free with in-app shopping Last and of course not least in our WeChat list. It is another very popular messaging service with over 100 million installations to date. It has the standard stuff we
expected from the apps on this list, including solid video and voice call along with messages. WeChat also allows you to make new friends using a location-based feature called Friend Radar, and it comes with a desktop app. Get it now on Google Play! Related best app listings: If we missed any of the best Android video call apps, tell us about them in the
comments! To see our full list of the best lists of apps, click here. In here.
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